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About This Game

simian.interface++ is the long awaited update to simian.interface, an abstract puzzle experience for simian participants of all
ages and abilities. There are no explicit rules, no instructions, and very simple controls.

Inspired by tabletop puzzles, modern art, and cognitive psychology experiments, simian.interface++ presents challenges that
must be solved using pattern recognition, intuition, and experimentation.

features:
- an incredible soundtrack composed by chiptune artist Note! (@n0te_ on twitter)

- the original simian.interface, now playable in full screen!
- the new 'infinite_loop' mode, with procedurally generated levels, and randomized music and story content!

- infinite replay value!
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simian interface secret. simian.interface walkthrough

Actually, a surprisingly decent simple wave-platformer with unfairly cheap price. I feel bad for the dev that they have to set the
price this low. But with this price, it definitely worth it.

It's a very simple platformer, with only move\/jump and shoot, with cute monty-python-cut-up style steampunk aesthetics that
works well enough, though nothing very eyecatching. You fight waves of random enemies and a boss fight at the final wave, in a
single screen every time, but with randomized platform where you can jump around. Every few wave you get choice of random
upgrades, and if you beat the boss, you get new potential random upgrade for later runs.

It feels cheap, movement is floaty, but actually fun enough. Most likely won't entertain you for too long, but it will entertain you
(and a friend, since there's multiplayer) for a while. And once again, it's now priced as much as a single candy, so you can't
complain that it's not worth it.. Hyped too much, a ♥♥♥♥♥ier version of the original one (wich is dead because they are asking
too much money for a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game), now that is "popular" <NOTICE THE PARENTESIS , its gone full mad, almost
everything is locked, you have to pay the price of the "normal version" of the game to be able to play as tank as rifleman (
smgs), as ba6 as snipers, you can only play with k98 and mosin nagant sometimes you can play with mp40 or ppd but they are all
taken (the spots) cause they have soo little room for you to get in, TLDR : HYPED CANCEROUS AND P2W : ). This game is
great! If you are a fan of Diablo than I am more than sure you will enjoy this game! And the price? Worth every cent. 69\/10..
Hm... So the game is OK.
Nothing special when it comes to gameplay, it is basically just to move the kitty around while doing several 180s and holding the
mouse button, and going for the money increase in the start lets you get more stuff earlier obviously.

It needs more balance to be fun, right now I think it is too easy, but I am saying this without finishing the game, as I got bored.

I like the art style and the smoothness of the gameplay, but it gets boring really fast. I can recommend it as a "I do not want to
think and just shoot stuff game" but not really my cup of tea.. Heroes
-Scholar, possibly the one classic tank character, where he reduces damage dealt to him but heals it back quickly. He is capable
of dealing a lot of damage in single shots though, with prep, especially his one varient.

Villain
-Miss Information is a special character in that she can't be fought until some conditions are met. I have found this to be
frustrating but she is still a fun fight.

Enviroment
-The final wasteland is a simple enviroment that is fairly easy to work around. ranges from neutral to favoring the heroes.. A
warning: The final boss fight has inconsistent design. Before, you would have a conversation, and then *you* would engage the
boss. For the final boss fight, the conversation happens, and then the boss instantly attacks you, leaving you unable to escape. I
just lost about ~70 floors and ~20[?] levels worth of progress due to my curiosity, and assumption that I would be able to see
what the boss looked like before leaving.
Also, if you spam a magic enhancement during combat, the game can eat your mana multiple times per attack.
Even so, still a fun experience. Can get a bit dull, though, given that combat [or direct preperation for combat] is the only thing
you do in the game.. I shook my money, steam took my money.

Then I played the game.

Now I feel sad.. Corgi Warlock is an awesome game that delivers in absolutely every aspect. It takes about 3-4 hours to beat and
each and every minute of them is fun. There is a very high number of different enemies, a bunch of bosses with some nice
mechanics and weak points. The difficulty increases as you progress through the game but it never gets too difficult to become
frustrating.
And it's ONLY 3 euros at full price, which goes down to -80% (0.60) on sales. To maximize the fun, you should play with a
controller and up to 3 friends, but I played it alone on a keyboard and still loved it. :)
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Too simple to be worthwhile.. THIS GAME IS AMAZING IN VR... I totally enjoyed it, it's a must!!. Decent shooter, cool style
to graphcis, it's difficult though. Levels are tight considering its still in EA, will update review when its fully out. Lol most of
these kids already had pretty good lives/houses/parents from the getgo.

Also where most of them lived seems a lot cooler than probly 90% of the people who will watch this.

Been playing original CS source for 20 years or so, I could never take it seriously as a career no matter how good I did. It's
pretty amazing what people will do for money. It would be funny to see some videos on people who failed at trying to make
gaming their career.

. i had sex with my chickens

10 10 would make eggs again. The game's development is currently on indefinite hiatus.. Very good game, but it needed a
resolution of the main character not just to say "well you graduated" and then end. It needed to continue by telling us how the
sorcorers test went (if they take it), and chaging back to his original gender (Male). Also emerse the reader more into the story
by telling us more about the world they are in.
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